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One of the hardest things that we have to do is to find sponsors for the 5 lads who are taking their end of primary
exams in October.  We are finding it difficult this year.  The school year in Kenya runs from January to December
so we have to really start searching now. What happens is that once the boys have taken their exams, the local
government dictate which secondary school they should go to. If they pass with 350 or more out of 500 marks,
they would be sent to a prestigious school.  Roger gave you the figures and we appreciate that many people cannot
afford this, but we could achieve this if a number of people would consider a small amount per month to help. As
the saying goes, “many hands make light work” or in this case “gives the boys a chance”. So if you can even consider
£2, £3 or even £5 per month this would mean so much to the lads. Or join together as a group of friends, scout
group or District/County or family members and support one child.

Here is a message from one sponsor, Ellen, on what she and her friends did……”Our Journey began in April 2011 when
we travelled to Kenya. During our two weeks there, we spent just over a week at the Harambee Safe House enjoying our time
with the boys. However there was one boy that Jenny, Faye, Beth and I all got to know very well. He was such an amazing
young man and was particularly interested in the history of England’s Monarchy, along with our previous and existing Prime
Ministers/Presidents. We later then went on to find out that he would like to be the President of Kenya.
When it came close to our leaving date, Hudson spoke to us of a school that he would really like to go to. We (Jenny, Faye,
Beth and myself) all wanted to help him but didn’t know how. We spoke to Lesley and Jackie to see if there was anything we
could do. They told us that we could sponsor him to go to school. We all agreed that we would look into it further when we
got home. A few days after we arrived home, we received an email stating the schools tuition costs; it cost £25 a month. Now
at the time we were all students so had no/limited income; however we were determined to help Hudson so we decided that
we would spilt the monthly cost between us. Since then we have paid £6.25 a month each to help someone achieve his dream
of going to this school.
I know that I can speak for the other girls by saying that it is the best £6.25 we spend a month”.
So contact us if you would like to help.





Well there have been some exciting things happening
over the last few weeks but that has brought a few
difficulties with it too. But this is not negative,
merely bringing us new challenges. Let us explain.

In Kenya there are local government “Governors” who
have been voted to stand in the District they serve.

 As we reported before, the Governor had sent food as a Christmas present to our project
in Kisii. Well more recently he has recognised Harambee For Kenya as being the “major
institution that deals with street boys and so his government is going to assist us to
rehabilitate these children” He encouraged us to take more children! This would be
difficult. But he sent mattresses, blankets, three bunk beds and promised more. The
Governor, we are told, is personally concerned with the street children and those that are
disadvantaged.

Well this was seen to be positive and then without warning he arranged for each of the
“institutions” (we don’t see our house as an institution but a HOME for our family of
boys) to receive 6 boys. They were sent without notice and although he sent the beds
previously, where they should be put had not been ascertained as the bedrooms were already
full! Shortly after this we had another 8 boys arrive of their own free will, asking if
they could stay because the government officers were shooing the boys away sending some
back to families. We have seen this happen in Meru and even Nairobi where the boys are
moved on, out of the town! But unfortunately they only move the problem elsewhere.

Roger and Lesley are planning to meet the governor in October when they visit to discuss
the idea of a drop in centre which is what we wanted him to help with. This would enable
the authorities to  work with us to try and find the boys families and liaise with them to
help prevent the same issues re-occurring which cause them to run away. This “ethnic
cleansing” type of approach does not help the situation in the long term. Watch this
space!

******************************************************************************************

The boys at Nyakoe enjoyed receiving two groups of visitors within a week of each other. Our
thanks go to Greater London South East Explorers and Leaders who stopped off at the project
while going to and returning from a Scouting project in Siaya. They spent time with the boys,
playing football, making music and musical instruments. The lads really enjoyed their company
and were thrilled at being able to do some scouting with them.

We thank you for your support and hope that you will visit again in the future



   Our Thanks go to the following for
    their Support.

The Welcome Baptist Church.
Dave & Shirley Prout.
Blackboys C.E. Primary School.
Amer Albezaz.
Alan Owens and family.
Great London South East Scouts
23rd Bromley Scout Leaders
Arnold Maughan
Frank from Horam  Peter Gilks
Lynne Owen                      David Cooper
Jenny Manktelow

And all our regular supporters

Then leaders from 23rd Bromley arrived to be with the boys for about a week. Most of them had
been before and the boys were thrilled when they knew they were visiting again.

Gary sent a message via our Harambee for Kenya Facebook page.

Hello H4K! we are on our last night in Nyakoe and would like to thank everyone UK and Kenya side
for making the trip so wonderful. The welcome we received was fantastic as ever by the boys and
Andrew has been incredible in making our stay memorable!

This trip, as with every other trip, has been filled with both heart ache and heart warming
moments. To see the boys succeed against all odds should be used as inspiration by anyone who
meets them.

Sad to be leaving but will be back again soon!

Thank you guys for your continued support.
 You are always welcome to visit!



                      Well Meru has really moved on in the last couple of
         months. It has been amazing!                Firstly we
    now have about 20 street boys are not only living in
   the house, but going to school too and doing really well.

John and Tom had a lot of difficulty finding a school who would take the
   children  because they had had a bad experience of street boys when the government had opened
the doors to free primary schooling some years earlier. Only one school listened to reason, which was a
Catholic School, to whom we are grateful. But our boys have shown them how well they can do and the
school is very pleased with them. We hope the message gets to the other schools about the opportunity
they missed and the kudos they could have had from helping these lads.

The banana plantation is doing well and in about a month the bananas will be harvested. We are
quite excited about this and hope that the market is good. This year the money should pay back
most of the initial outlay but now the plants are established we should have very little to outlay in
the future so the money will go well to helping to subsidise the food bill.

We have had some good news that Robin, who we featured last month has been reunited with his
family and things seem to be going well at the moment. You may remember from the last
newsletter that he had said his mother had threatened him with a knife…..Tom and John would
have checked this out with the mother and if they thought what he said had been totally true they
would not have allowed him to stay. (Often the children exaggerate because they think we will not
accept them. This is why we have to check their stories)It is always our intension to reunited
those we can with their families but it is not always suitable to do this. Each case is taken on it’s
own merits but the best place for any child is their family, as long as there is a stable, loving
relationship. We will monitor the situation with the boys we return but as with Robert and other
boys in Nyakoe, they will always return to the safe house if they are unhappy in any way. It is nice
to think that the boys trust us (H4K) when they are struggling.

Tom is just starting up a food-shack in the town in order to help raise funds to put towards looking
after the children. Tom has a fairly good business head and we are encouraged in the way he has
seen the potential, costed it out and is moving forward with it. We are looking forward to see it
working when we are in Kenya. This could be a good opportunity for our boys to be a part of as they
get older and help them to understand about finance among other things.  Unless children in any
country, are taught they have little chance of understanding, but it is more evident with our boys
the need they have in understanding budgeting.

We have quite high expectations of the new boys in Meru as they are so willing to learn and are
very comfortable in their new environment. When on the streets they have seen so much violence
and discrimination - much more we feel than the boys from Kisii have experienced as a whole.
They are really enjoying the advantages they already have in where they live and  being fed
regularly. To most of them being able to go to school is the icing on the cake.



The Kenyans have had to make a change to the
cooking arrangements in the safe house. When
they cooked the fire was so smokey, it was
staining the walls in the dining room!!! More
painting to do I think!!!

It is probably not too much of a surprise
because the size of the Jiko (cooker) is so
enormous and the wood is often green, the

combination of the two would not have helped. There was really good ventilation, but sometimes it
is not enough. We are so grateful for the equipment bought us - don’t for one minute think we are
moaning -  it is just that the jiko is about 2ft in diameter which would be used in a room much
bigger than ours (like a school canteen). So they simply erected a kitchen area outside.  That is
OK because now we can turn the old area into storage perhaps….we always need storage! We will
have a good look when we are out there and see what should be done to make the space effective.
BUT I feel a bit of washing walls down and painting will be done when we are out there.

Meet Beckham. Yes that is his “Christian” name and he has never heard of
David Beckham!  He is nearly 9 yrs old and has two younger siblings of 5
and 3yrs who live with his grandmother. He lived there with his mum who
stole all the home brew that was made and money from Gran so she threw
her out. Grandmother for some reason told Beckham that she would do
Kenjai on him (cut off his head!) So he ran away.

He was on the street for about 5 months, begging for food and sleeping in
boxes or sacks in the market. He did smoke and was given glue and Khat by
a bigger boy. He would like to join the Kenyan Army.

Some of you will have heard that Beckham had a lump on his head which looked quite sinister.
Well you will be pleased to know he was taken to Hospital and it was sorted out. We have not
been told what it was but he is OK now and back to his same old self.

Nicholas is quite an inspiration (as are many of our boys). He is 14yrs old, has two
younger brothers who live with an aunt and an older sister who stays with a priest at a
local church. His parents divorced and father remarried. Mum left the area. His
stepmother didn’t want him and made him lift as much as 100 litres of water from the
river, collect firewood, dig the shamba (their land) and did not always feed him, often
giving him leftovers while her own children ate well.

He ran to town where he hired a barrow for 70/- (50p) a day so that he could transport
peoples goods bought in the market. He made on average 400/- per day (between two
of them) From his 200/- he paid half the rental, and 100/- to sleep in a house and buy

food to eat. What remained he used to play computer games in the cyber cafe. If he didn’t make enough
money he would sleep on the verandahs of the shops. He lived like this for three years.

He was last in school in year 6 and was in position 3 at that time. When asked what he thought about living at
Hope House he was pleased saying “We don’t pay for food, shelter or clothes and I will even go to school. The
food is very nice and tasty and sweet compared to the street”.

It never ceases to amaze us how grateful the boys are for such things that our own
children take for granted. Our boys joy in what they have and what they are doing is a
good reason to continue, however hard it is to raise the funds to keep the projects going.
Their happiness is our reward.




